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Executive summary
The main objective of the project NEAR2050 is to study the future demand on the railway
sector, determining which variables affect railway services the most. To define users’
behaviour and the most important variables, it is necessary to establish what are the
customer’s opinions and variables that condition their choices when choosing a transport
mode. Thanks to this, future user behaviour can be predicted, and future railways demand
can be enhanced. Therefore, the aim of this report is to collect data and information regarding
working package 4 Mega-trends and scenarios for 2022, 2030, and 2050. This WP4 is
divided in 4 tasks:
Task 4.1: Identification of relevant influencing factors
Started with a secondary research of Mega-trends and trends relevant for the research issue
by using enquiry of trend reports, trend conferences, all media channels, monitoring of
relevant indicators, the non-directional search (scanning) for signs of influential
developments, relevant influencing factors were identified by using this kind of trend
scouting/monitoring. All these social-economic data were the basis to describe these
influencing factors. The influencing factors were evaluated by context analysis, pointing out
different perspectives (e.g. mobile phones can be investigated by the possibilities of technical
factors and by the future usage). The other method was to evaluate the influencing factors
was a Delphi-survey, a structured survey of stakeholder groups getting a lot of expert
opinions.
After this evaluation, the influencing factors were reduced and concentrated to the main
influencing factors. It´s important to include all identified influencing factors for a first
evaluation but also get a workable number of influencing factors for the detailed study and
statistical analysis. The main influencing factors were not described in just one way in D4.2
but will be described in different characteristics (e.g. best case – realistic case – worst case)
and every characteristic was rated, how likely it is, that this characteristic will happen.
Task 4.2: Trend Projections
The development of mini-scenarios started by the definition of different “personas”, types of
customers and other stakeholders. These customers/stakeholders were confronted with
selected specific influencing factors and their possible projections and a future perspective
as an aggregation of these mini-scenarios was “designed” by using the method of “service
blueprint” to identify touchpoints customers and stakeholders have to face through their rail
system usage. These service blueprints were the guideline for developing visions of the
future,

the

mini

szenarios,

an

easy

understanding

story,

that

describes

the

customers`/stakeholders`s way of life/travel/work.
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Task 4.3: Verification of trend analyses
The Verification of the future perspective, the hypothesis of the future, will be essential for
acceptance by all stakeholders. In that care, the verification was be done by further research
using additional sources, like expert interviews and online surveys, confronting experts and
survey participants with the developed future perspective and asking them if the deliverables
are reasonable. On the other hand, trend analyses software was used for statistical analyses
of consistencies and dependencies of the influencing factors and mini-scenarios.
Consistency in that case means that the scenario with the highest consistency is the most
likely to happen but does not mean that the scenario will happen for sure. Because of these
methods of verification, the scenarios were revised.
Task 4.4: Storytelling and visualisation
Storytelling and visual recording will be deployed to address emotions, because only things
that effect our emotions will lead to changes. Graphical recording is also perfect to show
results because a picture tells you more than a thousand words.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
ERA

European Railway Agency

EU

European Union

Impact-1

Further project funded under Shift2Rail

PSC

Project Steering Committee

S2R

Shift2Rail

WP

Work Package

FGs

Focus Groups

SP

Stated Preference survey

BWS

Best Worst

RUT

Random utility theory

T.X

Project Task

PRM

Person with reduce mobility

Btp

Business trip passenger

Ptp

Private trip passenger
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background NEAR2050

The increasing population is a fact today. Cities will become megacities and sprawl to
unprecedented levels. The demographic changes that we are experiencing will continue and
will greatly influence people’s mobility.
To achieve these changes the current systems that are in place must be changed. People will
require a different mentality and will be able to choose different means of transport for their
mobility. Passenger services will have to deal with increasing numbers of people with specific
mobility needs. The question is what means of transport will they choose? What are the keys
to attracting more passengers to use these services? In terms of freight; how will the needs of
freight services change in the next few decades? How can the existing freight services change
to suit the demands that these new urban conglomerations will place on them? What are the
most important influence variables for them?
Whatever systems are put in place must cover aspects such as, efficiency, affordability, quality,
comfort, accessibility, punctuality and reliability, flexibility, information and value for money.
These long-term needs and expectations need to be analysed to get a better understanding
about them. However, it is equally important to analyse megatrends and future scenarios as
railway passenger and freight services will form the backbone of the transport system, linking
major urban hubs and feeding into multi-modal local transport networks.
The railway industry, one of the most long-term oriented industries existing, is now facing the
faster and faster life cycles of its most competitive transport mode, the road transport sector
and its related technologies. The competitive situation of the rail industry is suffering from its
lack of flexibility and from the far better “client orientation” of other modes. To overcome such
a backlog the rail industry has to anticipate trends and developments at an earlier stage and
has to adjust its system accordingly.
Thanks to Shift2Rail which is the first European rail joint technology initiative to seek focused
research and innovation (R&I) and market-driven solutions by accelerating the integration of
new and advanced technologies into innovative rail product solutions. Shift2Rail will promote
the competitiveness of the European Rail Industry and will meet the changing EU transport
needs. The NEAR2050 project is aligned with the objectives of Shift2Rail and will ensure that
the results can be used in further research in this programme.
The Shift2Rail initiative together with its Multi-Annual Action Plan (MAAP) is one major step in
this direction to better meet their customers’ requirements and adjust the railway transport
service and product to their needs.
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A methodology based on citizen participation will be applied to get a better understanding of
their problems, opinions and perceptions in terms of mobility in the railway sector, looking from
the points of view of both the workers and the users.
The aim is to understand what the current requirements of railway users are and how they will
affect future railway use. Will it be through evolving user needs or through the changing
characteristics of the railways? This is the challenge being addressed by the NEAR 2050
project.
Public transport users looking for mobility solutions have different needs, different wishes and
requirements, and their trends in future demand will change in different ways. The age of
travellers, their willingness to pay for mobility, the demand in service quality and the relation of
travel time should be considered.
First, we have to contact with the principal customers for the rail sector and talk with them
about their perspectives about the sector and their demands. Then we must select and order
the most important influence variables for each group. After that we should ask these people
about that influence variables and how do they influence in their choice. This is made through
SP surveys. We must ask about present and future needs. All of this will help us to develop
future most realistic scenarios.
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1.2

Document Structure

This document is divided in 4 main sections.
The first one presents a brief introduction of this deliverable, describing a brief resume that
was carried out in WP4 to develop this report.
The second section describes the methodology followed for the realization of deliverable D4.4
followed by section 3, a summary of stories and visualizations for each persona.
The general conclusions in section 4 resumes the reports`results.

1.3
1.3.1

Deviations from original DoW
Description of work related to deliverable as given in DoW

Storytelling and visual recording were deployed to address emotions, because only things
that effect our emotions will lead to changes. Graphical recording and visualization was used
to show results because a picture tells you more than a thousand words.
1.3.2

Time deviations from original DoW

None
1.3.3

Content deviations from original DoW

None
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2 Methodology used in the qualitative research
2.1

Mini szenarios

The future perspectives (trend projections) of influencing factors are combined to coherent and
consistent visions of the future (= mini-szenarios).
This phase is characterized by the fact that a time journey into the year 2050 is carried out and
the situation there is presented from different perspectives and for different points of view. Mini
szenarios are made for all customer and stakeholder personas.
For the development of these scenarios, the relevant influencing factors have to be identified
and premises for the future development of these influencing factors have to be defined. As
shown in the following figure, the future projections of the individual influencing factors are
combined in such a way that they result in coherent future images without internal
contradictions. These are referred to as consistent, coherent future scenarios and do not
provide any information about the probability of entry.

Figure 1: linking trend projections to (mini-)szenarios

2.2

Storytelling

Storytelling is a narrative method in which explicit but above all implicit knowledge is passed
on in the form of a metaphor and recorded by listening. The listeners are involved in the
narrated story, so that they understand the content of the story easier and think independently.
This should cause the knowledge to be conveyed to be better understood and accepted.
Today storytelling is used in addition to the entertainment by narrators, among others, in
education, knowledge management and as a method for problem solving.
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A story told alive will make the attention and concentration of others easier than a sober
speech. The listeners try to grasp the course of action, the meaning (the metaphor) and to
understand the wisdom contained therein. Even if the listener does not understand every detail
concretely, they will still understand the core of the story. When listening, people often enter a
relaxed state of trance, where they can absorb content even more deeply. Most of the time the
story continues in the unconscious, and findings continue to mature for a long time. Fables
and anecdotes are often told or wisdom expressed in a punchline. In addition to language,
narrative also includes other personal means of expression such as gestures, facial
expressions and the voice. The basic pattern of the story always has to come from the listener's
world of life, that is, the world of the students, the patients, the clientele or the company.

Telling stories fulfills many tasks: communicating life experience, passing on knowledge,
providing information, initiating thinking processes, defining role expectations, stimulating
behavioral change, expanding repertoire of behaviors, entertaining, communicating norms and
values, promoting perceptiveness, motivating action, creating hope and meaning give.

2.3

Visualization and visual thinking

Visual thinking, also called visual/spatial learning or picture thinking is the phenomenon of
thinking through visual processing.
Visual thinking has been described as seeing words as a series of pictures. It is common in
approximately 60–65% of the general population.
"Real picture thinkers", those persons who use visual thinking almost to the exclusion of other
kinds of thinking, make up a smaller percentage of the population. Research by child
development theorist Linda Kreger Silverman suggests that less than 30% of the population
strongly uses visual/spatial thinking, another 45% uses both visual/spatial thinking and thinking
in the form of words, and 25% thinks exclusively in words. According to Kreger Silverman, of
the 30% of the general population who use visual/spatial thinking, only a small percentage
would use this style over and above all other forms of thinking, and can be said to be true
"picture thinkers".

3 Storytelling and visualization of mini-scenarios
In this chapter, mini-scenarios of all personas are described in stories, detailling their customer
and working journeys in future. These stories especially explain the possible future projections
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of the priorized mega influencing factor per persona. Visualizations show examples of possible
future touchpoints.

3.1

assigned mega influencing factors to personas

As a preparation 8 primary influencing factors, that affect the, in deliverable D4.2 designed
“personas”, the most, were assigned to these personas.
To consider all 24 mega influencing factors almost equally it was necessary to assign all mega
influencing factors to almost the same number of mini-scenarios.
Of course, there are mega influencing factors that effect a bigger group of stakeholders and
users (like “passenger comforts / needs” and “services for users and stakeholders”) more than
others. Due to that, differences between the counters of mega influencing factors occur.

Table 1: number of assigments of mega influencing factors to personas

influencing factors
1.passenger comfort / needs
2.development of EU / goverment
3.Environmental awareness
4.energy transformation
5.Aging world
6.Changing workforce / changing society
7.The female century
8.Smart everything
9.Intermodality / synchro-mobility
10.Urbanization
11.Post industrial service society
12.Supply chain integration
13.Liberalisation of transport sector
14.Standardization of transport sector
15.Last mile
16.services for users / stakeholders
17.Automation
18.Cargo mobility
19.Service integration by extensive collaborative models
20.Infrastructure
21.Rising traffic demand / cost / productivity
22.Future technologies / modularization
23.Data transfer / security
24.Game changers

no. of assigments to mini-scenarios
9
3
5
4
4
5
4
5
6
4
5
5
5
5
5
8
7
6
5
7
6
6
5
4
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Table 2: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 1

No. of personas
personas

1
Julia Meier
Passenger comforts / needs
Development of EU / government
The female century
Intermodality
Urbanization
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Game changers

priority influencing factors

Table 3: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 2

No. of personas
personas

2
Roberto Sanchez
Passenger comforts / needs
Aging world
Intermodality
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Cargo mobility
Infrastructure
Game changers

priority influencing factors

Table 4: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 3

No. of personas
personas

3
Kevin Hinterlechner
Passenger comforts / needs
Changing worksforce / society
Smart everything
Intermodality
Urbanization
Last mile
services for users and stakeholders
Data transfer / security

priority influencing factors

Table 5: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 4
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

4
Sofia Hernandez
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Changing workforce
The female century
Smart everything
Urbanization
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Data transfer / security
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Table 6: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 5

No. of personas
personas

5
Marco Rossi
Energy transformation
Changing workforce / society
Standardization of transport sector
Automation
Infrastructure
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization
Data transfer / security

priority influencing factors

Table 7: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 6

No. of personas
personas

6
Lupo Rioja
Post industrial service society
Supply chain integration
Liberalisation of transport sector
Standardization of transport sector
Cargo mobiliy
Infrastructure
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization

priority influencing factors

Table 8: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 7

No. of personas
personas

7
Kerstin Trenker
Smart everything
Supply chain integration
Liberalization of transport sector
Standardization of transport sector
Services for users and stakeholders
Cargo mobility
Infrastructure
Rising traffic demand / productivity

priority influencing factors

Table 9: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 8
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

8
Conchita Garcia
Passenger comfort / needs
Aging world
The female century
Post industrial service society
Services for users and stakeholders
Automation
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Infrastructure
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Table 10: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 9

No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

9
Jean Claude Laforest (CEO)
Development of EU / government
Energy transformation
changing worksforce
Supply chain integration
Standardization of transport sector
Automation
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization

Table 11: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 10
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

10
Jean Claude Laforest (business trip pass.)
passenger comfort / needs
Smart everything
Intermodality
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Automation
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Data transfer / security

Table 12: assigend mega influencing factors to persona 11

No. of personas
personas

11

priority influencing factors

Giuseppe Bianco (customer service)
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Aging world
Liberalisation of transport sector
Services for users and stakeholders
Automation
Rising traffic demand / productivity
Future technologies / modularization

Table 13: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 12
No. of personas
personas

12

priority influencing factors

Giuseppe Bianco (private trip pass.)
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Intermodality
Last mile
Services for users and stakeholders
Infrastructure
Data transfer / security
Game changers
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Table 14: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 13
No. of personas
personas

13

priority influencing factors

Silvia Weiss + Julia (Baby)
Passenger comforts / needs
Environmental awareness
Energy transformation
The female century
Intermodality
Cargo mobility
Infrastructure
Game changers

Table 15: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 14
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

14
Achmed Aleid
Energy transformation
Changing workforce / society
Smart everything
Post industrial service society
Standardization of transport sector
Automation
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Future technologies

Table 16: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 15
No. of personas
personas

priority influencing factors

15
Victoria Klein
Development of EU / government
Aging world
Post industrial service society
Supply chain integration
Liberalisation of transport sector
Cargo mobiliy
Service integration by extensive collaboration
Rising traffic demand / productivity

Table 17: assigned mega influencing factors to persona 16

No. of personas
personas

16

priority influencing factors

3.2

Klaus Wolf
Environmental awareness
Urbanization
Post industrial service society
Supply chain integration
Liberalisation of transport sector
Automation
Cargo mobility
Future technologies

mini-scenarios
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3.2.1

Mini-scenario: persona 1 “Julia Meier”

Mini-scenario: JULIA MEIER
Julia is a public employee who lives in an apartment with her son in the city. She
likes the nature and is concerned about the environment. Therefore, to avoid
pollution and traffic jams she usually goes to the metro station on foot or by bicycle .
This is also the most efficient mode of transport at her disposal, given the distance
she must travel to work. In her free time, at most weekends she travels by train to
visit the countryside with her son, who she is very close to after having divorced
from her husband. Julia takes advantage of this form of transport as she can
comfortably load her and her son’s bicycles onto the train.

Travelling by car in the city is quite restricted.

Because of standards, that are now equally high throughout Europe with no exceptions and
the success of EU in enforcing its transport policies on all domestic levels and countries for
equal opportunities for all stakeholders in Europe. In that sense, it is almost everywhere the
same procedure to go by public transports. In the last decades sufficient budgets have been
available to connect almost all citys` inhabitants to the public services.
Julia has seen her work as a part of her self-fulfilment but is aware that the changing role of
families has an impact on social capital and consequently on the capacity of family life. To
keep the social status, she has to work hard due to the fact that the competition for jobs is
increasing between men and women and especially between women and women.
On working days Julia’s son is picked up early by supervisors who accompany him to school
by bicycle or self-driving car, depending on the weather. The self driving pods are connecting
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directly to the school entry, so the scholar does not have to go by foot outside the school, which
is very important for Julia, due to security reasons.

The booking and payment of this mode of transport is all done automatically monthwise. While
she is having breakfast, she checks her travel options for the day. Julia is a woman of habits
and she likes to plan the day ahead while she is having her first coffee. Her online schedule is
connecting to the one stop travel assistance and provides her with the actual transport density
in the city to guide her trough the morning travel most seamlessly, that constantly increases
every year because of the continuing trend of urbanization and growing cities.
She likes to check the weather forecast daily and check the date she needs to renew her
station access permit (for metro and train) for her journey to and from work. Because of the
facial recognition system located at the metro and railway station there is no need to carry a
ticket with her.

.
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She remembers when she was a child and she had to use a physical ticket to access the metro
and then a different one for the train. Now, when she arrives at the control point she looks for
a slot to insert the ticket in. When she does not find one she always smiles remembering how
things have changed over the recent years.
Julia uses the metro quite often to travel to work, when the weather is fine she likes to walk to
the metro station if she isn’t using her folding e-bike. The travel time is quite short, especially
when she uses the metro. When she reaches the metro station she passes through an
automatic passenger identification system located at the station’s entrance which uses facial
recognition software. First step of service is a security check by body scan and metal detection.
Julia is used to it, as this is standard now in every public mass transport system, even in the
city. In a second stage, the system is able to make recommendations for her daily operations
as it identifies her as a preferential user (because she uses the service more than once per
day).
Thanks to the customer service system, among other things the metro service provides real
time news and information about arrival times at stops, weather and it highlights interesting
places at the destination depending on the preferences of the user, all shown in different
displays. Once again, she is fascinated how high leveled the smart windows in the metro are
working.

The system is completely up to date and can also provide information about local events,
offering the interested user the chance to investigate further depending on the personal
interests of each passenger. She uses an old-fashioned smart device like the smart phones
some decades ago and is still happy with that. She would never try to improve herself by bionic
implants as it is “in” today. She knows people running like human robots because of their
improvements of eyes, legs, hands and even the brain.
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Julia leaves the station and goes to work; she is a public administrative worker and works at
an office located in the city centre. It is a rather quiet job with a continuous 6 hour working day.
In her job, she is able to separate working from spare time which isn`t usually today and a
world where everything is connected and services provide you assistance for every action.
Julia likes fresh products to eat and drink, so she buys things frequently by her own. Because
of this, after work she sometimes needs to go shopping and in her case, she does the shopping
at the metro station thanks to an interactive service installed at some stops which allows the
user to do a virtual household shop. Thanks to the data stored in the system, the user is first
shown the products they usually buy along with recommendations based on taste and previous
purchases. In a next step, she decides when she would like the products to be delivered; they
are then taken to her house at the stated time by self-driving transport services or drones.
Normally, there isn’t a problem because most of the products come from local companies and
Julia picks up her purchases just as she is arriving home. The home delivery service is usually
quite punctual.
Her son Bergen goes to meet his mother at the station every day by bicycle. If the purchases
arrive early, then he signs for them.
At the weekend, she goes to the countryside with Bergen to go trekking and take part in other
mountain related activities, given the closeness of the mountains to where she lives. Bergen
wants to be a mountain guide when he grows up.
The train still provides a comfortable and safe transport service for reaching areas located
further away from large cities. There are plenty of possibilities for taking equipments with you
in trains like e-bikes, hover boards ore even drones for passenger transports. All this
equipment is picked up in advance from home, to offer a unique comfort.
Aboard the train, Bergen discovers a button which transforms the seats into a set of two facing
each other so that the family can interact on their journey.
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The train is soon on its way out of the city, and it is only ten minutes later that Julia discovers
that her hiking sticks are missing. Julia wipes away her tears and touches a few buttons on the
interactive display. She quickly finds the operator’s lost property service and enters the details
of the missing item and the address where they will be staying in case it turns up. There is
nothing more that they can do now, so they settle in for their journey. Bergen surveys the old
couple across the cabin with interest — the old man has the coolest hover chair with lots of
glowing buttons! Julia gives Bergen a warning look that says, “Don’t touch those!”

3.2.2

Mini-scenario: persona 2 “Roberto Sanchez”

Mini-scenario: ROBERTO SANCHEZ
Roberto Sanchez is travelling to see his daughter who has moved to a new house
outside the city and works from home. His wife his joining him later on but preferring
an autonomous e-taxi because of her disability of walking longer distances. Although
they are older, travelling is a lot easier than it once was and far more accommodating
to those with disabilities. Roberto uses an autonomous last mile transport he orders
automatically with his train ticket. A mobility app removes the stress of travelling by
automatically booking the different stages of their journey and providing clear
instructions to get from their home to their daughter’s house.
“I`m leaving my Dear!” Roberto is announcing to his wife, getting the information, that his
transport to the train station is arriving on his “smart glasses”.

Just a minute later the autonomous electrified car is breaking in front of his small house.
Sometimes he misses his long walks to the next train station that always were a good
possibility to rethink issues that he had in mind, but otherwise he got used to the services of
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first and last mile transports for years, that reduced the walking distances of people per day to
a minimum. And with his age ….. – it`s far more comfortable now. Decades ago, people went
to fitness and sports to compensate this inactivity but nowadays with the electric muscle
stimulation in every seat. Maybe he will take a session in the train as well.
Roberto is having problems with his hip, and thanks to his titanium foam hip implants he is able
to walk a while but nevertheless he remembers the time with fright, when it was usual to take
the personal luggage with you on the travel. God sake all these problems are solved with
individual services nowadays. Since every household has a luggage drop off box in front and
standardized trolleys with integrated RFID-chips you only have to take your personal
belongings with you.

And also, these are reduced to the limit. Roberto only has to watch that he does not forget his
medicine and his smart glasses. All other equipment he possibly needs, like an e-reader, is
provided to his full customized with his personal preferences he saved in his identification and
travelling account. The luggage was picked up hours ago, and is already on the trip to his
daughter. The payment was already done during the booking process. Roberto has booked
through to his end destination via a mobility app, that automatically started the booking process
after Roberto included his trip into his online scheduler, without requiring separate travel
authorisation or separate charges for the different modes. The journey is chosen for optimal
pricing and convenience and the trains automatically register Roberto’s` presence via his chip
under his skin and additionally with a security iris scan when they get aboard. The app also
keeps him informed in real-time of any changes to his journey.
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Getting off the first mile transport right in front of the train station hub near the city boarder,
that was moved to the underground several years before because of lack of space for
residences and the extension of the city he is automatically guided to his train.

Passing a security check that is installed at every public place nowadays he is at his train within
a minute. Security checks are all operating automatically these days using the personal data
to check the happits and last locations of a passenger. The problem of data security was solved
long time ago with severe data protection laws for sensitive data on the one hand and the
overall acceptance of data of open acess for the raise of customer convenience and
satisfaction. All trains have easy low floor entry these days and lots of space inside the wagons.
He doesn`t have many claims but he likes the possibility to request special needs and due to
these preferences, the passengers are seated in the best fulfilling way. He is looking forward
to seeing his grandchildren but is also relieved that there are separate sections available for
passengers who want to relax, ones who want to work, sections for families and so on.
Roberto relaxes as he scans a discrete digital display beside him and sees that he can easily
call on the train guard for assistance. Comfortably settled in the electrified hyper-train, he
closes his eyes for a nap.
Nevertheless, the display in front of him keeps him up-to-date on the progress of the journey,
going with 400 kilometres an hour, so he doesn’t need to listen to the station announcements.
Due to the fact that the train almost never stops until the final destination the travel time could
be reduced emensely. This was able to be realized by inventions like the automatic coupling
and de-coupling of wagons during the trip, using self-driving wagons.
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The recommendation of a new museum that opened nearby his daughter is stored by him in
his personal account – he will ask his family to join him later on. He also likes flicks through
the news of the day online and communicate with his former colleagues at the university via
thought control, writing a paper about societal changes in the next decades. Despite all these
technical achievements he sometimes misses the “offline” work in his former department at
the university. He hasn`t been there for years!
A while later Roberto wakes up to see that the snacks that he pre-ordered have arrived and
that they are now travelling at full speed. Thanks to the decision to separate freight and
passenger lines and standardize these lines all over Europe travelling with train is still an option
in public transport. On the one hand Roberto misses the regional railway operation he usually
used to go to his university years ago, but on the other hand you cannot have one without the
other and for more than 10 years there is only urban transport and long distance high speed
transport on rails on a high-quality level.
Despite the fact that his daughter is able to supervise his journey in real time he decides to
make a HoloCall to let her know that he is arriving on time. “Papa, you never came late for
years!” his daughter laughed into the HoloScreen, “I even never heard about a train that had
a delay!” “Some habits you cannot change!” Roberto has to laugh as well. His daughter also
informed him, that his luggage already arrived with a transport drone at the daughter`s home
and that a big piece off his favourite sugar free, vegan, pre-backed cake is waiting for him. Full
of anticipation he ends the call.
Stopping in the train station his chair automated lifts to provide an easy exit. Guided from his
seat in the train to the exit he easily finds his last mile transport to his daughters’ house. The
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only things he doesn`t like are these annoying feedback and rating requests. He understands
that these are useful to raise the quality of services but why haven`t they been changed and
optimized for the past 30 years!

3.2.3

Mini-scenario: persona 3 “Kevin Hinterlechner”

Mini-scenario: KEVIN HINTERLECHNER
Kevin is a 15-year-old apprentice using public transport for his daily trips to his
training post and his hobbies, especially going to the football training in his football
club. As a member of the young generation he is a natural born “digitalist” using
smart services as the only source for information, buying, communication with
friends, etc. He is living in a flat with his parents in a town with around 300.000
inhabitants. In his mind, digital services and the transfer of responsibility to
automated services cannot go far enough.

Kevin wakes up as his mother calls him out of the kitchen. “What…that late again?” he
recognizes frustrated, looking at his smart watch. “I shouldn`t play online HoloGames the
whole night”. But what really frustrates him is the fact that his parents do not allow him to get
an “optimising chip” inserted in his head like his friends all have already. “Then I would never
oversleep again and the brain optimisation would reduce my sleep requirement to a minimum”.
His only motivation is that in 3 months he is getting 16 years old and he will officially become
an adult. Then no one is able to stop him “bionic-optimizing” himself.
Checking his daily schedule as well as his online communities with his HoloLenses during
breakfast he hears the autonomous transport that takes his sport equipment out of the luggage
drop off box in front of the house.
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Normally he never takes the equipment back home but leaves it at the training center where it
is cleaned automatically by a fully automated laundry service. But he had to check the
functionality of his training clothes because the integrated cooling system had a fail function.
Kevin walks out on the street remembering that his pick up to his job by his autonomous
electrified hover board is right now. His father told him that when he was young especially
young men had a strong desire to own their own car. This makes no sense to Kevin as he
almost owns nothing but do not has to renounce anything because of full all in service and
usage packages for almost everything.
The hover board takes him to the next tramline station and the tramline to his work where he
is apprentice for IT-System engineering. He doesn`t understand why he has to be in the office
for 2 days per week personally – he easily could work only from home. But maybe this is an
education methodology to get him to know how the working routine was in the past. “I even
never meet my friends personally anymore!” he shakes his head.
The tramline offers lots of space nowadays, going fully automated without a driver, as the
decision makers recognized that it`s much better to offer over-capacity than a lack of space.

The demand of “personal” information is so high and has to be so flexible, that in many lines
conductors celebrating their renascence beside the digital information services. These
decisions were one of the success factors of the public transport and he is luckily surprised
that the latest computer game update is automatically installed on his smart master device as
a service of the transport company, providing this update to all members of a scholar card.
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With this scholar card, he was able to travel all over Europe without the need of booking and
paying tickets last summer.
He ignores the journey visualisation in the “smart-glass”-windows of the tramline when he
approaches as he has seen that many times before and he often thinks about switching it off
but he doesn`t want to miss the personalized promotions that are integrated in the customer
journey visualisation system.

“Leave tramline next station” the journey visualisation guides him to his last mile transport and
automatically navigates his hover board to his destination.
He is automatically identified in his office scanning his iris which is the standard identification
now, often combined with RFID recognition mainly via implanted RFID-chips.
As punctual as he entered the office building the punctual he is leaving it to focus on his real
passion – playing football in his football club. Due to the fact that the football stadium is outside
the city boarder he has to take the autonomous electrified bus which unfortunately takes a lot
of time because of the daily changing demand oriented bus routes.
The message that his luggage is already at the stadium he got several hours ago, transported
with the freight pipeline transporting freight within the whole city area using underground
pipelines. The system relies on intelligent, individual pods or caps, and is independent of
aboveground traffic congestion and weather conditions. The caps are aerodynamic and
powered by electricity.
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“Hopefully they will finish the tramline extension soon” he prays, thinking about the great
investment programme in public transport that was announced last month, having the goal to
connect the city surrounding with the urban railways system by rail. “Otherwise I will ship myself
with the freight pipeline!”
The contact lens in his left eye is activated and the way-finding instructions guide him out of
the bus station to the AutoPod station. His device has already called for a pod and the vehicle
number flashes into Kevin’s vision. He sees a family with two small boys disembark from
number 87 before it glides up to him and stops in the pick-up bay getting him from the bus
station to the stadium. Going out of the bus station he harnessed renewable energy from his
footfall charging his devices via induction. He authorized the urban transport operator to collect
all data regarding his urban trips to generate data for a continuous big data oriented traffic
optimization, earning bonus points in the customer programme. These points he is able to
exchange for game updates or full customized software designs. He never even thinks about
the possibilities his data would open for misuse. Data is public nowadays and because of the
complex but automated identification processes with iris scan, chip and face reconition the
criminal use of personal data could be reduced to a minimum. Another fact is that it isn`t
common to buy a service or product anymore – it`s all about using them for the actual need –
and service fees are really competitive because of dense competition among service providers.
Training starts punctual as the only factor that is not always punctual these days is the human
being.
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3.2.4

Mini-scenario: persona 4 “Sophia Hernandez”

Mini-scenario: SOPHIA HERNANDEZ:
Sophia is living in Madrid and working as a manager of the technology company
WSYPC. She herself is calling her a “digital nerd” and therefore red uces the personal
contact to other humans to a minimum. She trusts machines much more than she
ever could into other people. Unfortunately, she must go to her office sometimes
and therefore uses the underground as the fastest way to go there and to be in
public. She feels comfort meeting her digital friends and living her digital life.

“Ok, in that case I`m coming – be there in 30 minutes!” she quits the HoloCall with her colleague
in the office. She will never understand these old-fashioned people who stick to personal
meetings, but anyway, for this important client she has to swallow the bitter pill. She hasn`t
been in the office for several weeks managing her employees remotely. “That`s bad for my
personal environmental fingerprint” she is getting frustrated. These days every individuum has
a strong motivation to reduce the personal transports to a minimum. Some out of their personal
interest like Sophia, most of the people out of severe environmental laws that punish every
unnecessary use of resources with a monthly fee.
Equipped with her HoloLenses and her new hover board she leaves the house and clink her
in the flow of electrified personal transport modes and some people who really go by foot these
days. Due to the fact that her trip was automatically integrated in her personal trip management
system out of her mind-controlled scheduler, she even doesn`t look at the way to the
underground station 300m away.
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Using the time to scan recommendations she gets visualized on her eyes she luckily
recognizes that the new 7D-vendor wall of her favourite food shop is already open. She checks
her shopping list, always connected to her home management system and uploads it to the
food shop. “They will wait some minutes more as well” she smiles. She notices a message in
her HoloLenses that her ticket was automatically booked and bought by entering the
underground station via the RFID gate recognising her RFID-chip in her wrist. She is guided
to her trains` wagon that offers most available space. Normally she prefers the “women-only”
wagons but today there`s none provided. This will be remarked by her in her next trip feedback
which she always shares with her friends. And if this wouldn`t be enough, the platform screen
doors slide shut just before Sophia can board the Metro. However, she isn’t too worried as she
knows the next train will arrive in under a minute. The driverless metro trains can travel in close
succession as they constantly communicate with each other and with rail infrastructure and
automatically respond to the movements of the other trains on the track, making the metro
extremely safe and efficient.

There`s a strong competition among all public transport modes and feedbacks like these have
direct consequences for the transport company reducing the traffic volume instantly, because
ratings and customer satisfaction is highest priority for users in these days. Rail systems have
the image of the most secure transport mode with the highest privacy for their passengers.
Let to the 5D-vendor wall she is automatically identified and all the food at her shopping list is
visualized on her personal screen. 5D means that she also can smell and feel the products
she wants to buy and check them in a 3D hologram.
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“If I could afford one of these, I never would go out anymore!” she thinks thrilled. There are
tests running for private customer 5D vendor walls but the nose isn`t that easy to manipulate
than the eyes and there are no sufficient results available. Buying a new genetic manipulated
watermelon with a taste of banana she also accepts the recommendations the shop offers for
her heavy bought stuff. Also in that case, all payment is automatically done and she leaves
without looking back. In her mind, the whole discussion about data security is nonsense as in
her mind the service providers could use all of her data to combine it with big data analysis to
offer her the best-suited services. Especially because of the steady growing of her hometown
all urban inhabitants need these services to come along in citys` transport, shopping, education
and so on.
Her own company started the business with recommender systems and these were very
successful but she never had thought that just a few years after all her life is saturated by them.
During her trip, she gets recommendations for banana T-Shirts as well as melon coloured
dresses, displayed on the smart glasses of the underground, the smart screens included in the
concrete walls of the underground station and even her hover board starts flicker in yellow and
melon activating it for her last mile transport. Hopefully the melon tastes her anymore at night
after all these overflows.
After a short meeting with the customer “Useless as I feared” she leaves the office after a
security upload of all new “strictly confidential” papers she has to sign personally.
By entering the underground station, she is asked if she wants to go home directly and gets
displayed her estimated arrival time at home. She confirms and also requests that her meal
she ordered going to work is preparade to that time.
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Using the time of her underground trip she puts some recommended clothes in her virtual
closet, dries them on virtually sending pictures to her social media friends. “Shall I wear this at
our next online dinner?” she asked for ratings. Just a few seconds she receives dozens of likes
and the smart glasses show her friends also wearing suitable clothes. “This is how I like
conversation” she smiles and thinks back with fear to her last date with a man that was
recommended by her mother. For god’s sake, she is interfered by a message that the meal
was prepared and was already delivered by a transport drone directly to her address.
Coming home she opens the “meal delivery box” in front of her flat and the taste she tried in
the morning virtually satisfies her nose.

With a big smile, she enters the flat all entertainment systems automatically configured
regarding to her mood.
“Why can`t humans be that perfect?” she thinks full of relief biting in her banana-melon.

3.2.5

Mini-scenario: persona 5 “Marco Rossi”

Mini-scenario: MARCO ROSSI
Marco knows the railway world very well. He works at a railway control centre and
usually uses this mode of transport for travelling from his village to work and to visit
family and friends as well as to come up to see places around the city. He has
followed the evolution of the railways very closely as it is his place of work so, in
spite of his age, he is someone who is up to date wit h respect to new technology
applied to the railways.
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In spite of the fact that life was not always easy Marco never loses hope or enthusiasm. His
wife died of terminal cancer 2 years after they got married. However, during those two years
she enjoyed her life to the fullest and also transmitted her joy of life to her husband and their
son. Marco never ceases to ask himself if she were alive today with all these new medicine
treatments available.
People’s safety is very important to Marco and he takes this feeling with him to work. He is
always thinking about what could happen and preparing solutions for all eventualities.
Every day Marco enters the self-driving vehicle in front of his home, which then takes him to
the closest metro station, where he catches the train to work. They often offered him a job in
a remote service desk as it is not common to be in the service desk personally – all interaction
with customers running over digital services now. But Marco is old-fashioned and the people
like him as one of the last “dinosaurs””. It isn`t easy for him to come along with the shortened
innovation cycles the rail system has today. Standards are set troughout Europe and there is
no space for individualism and regionalism like it was decades ago. But this was all necessary
for the implementation of fully automated processes in all branches of transport, production
and daily life. Almost every maschine is working autonomous these days and are only
supervised by special trained people. “And after solving the regulation needs regarding data
and data security there was no limit seen in automation.” Marco reliefs.
As nowadays almost 90 percent of all transport modes are electrified, he hardly remembers
the time when people using fossil-fulled vehicles. Going into urban areas you even cannot
think about using this kind of energy because of severe traffic bans.
So, at first, Marco travels to work by self-driving car and then gets onto the automatic train on
which he works. Once the self-driving car drops Marco at the metro station it goes off to do
another task. Marco arrives early at the station, as he always does, he likes to have a quick
look at the shops located at the station.
After going through security Marco goes to the train on which he will do his supervisory work
monitoring the journey and registering any incidents. The train is completely automatic;
however, Marco has access to take control of it at any time. Thanks to the train management
and supervision service (control centre) he is able to go ahead and manage any incidents that
may occur in real time.
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Marco is in continuous contact with the control centre and station personnel.
The system is able to verify his identity and guides him to the fastest available train for his
destination (the system is already aware of the destination). The trains are no longer driven by
a driver in a cabin, the system accelerates and brakes the train automatically when it detects
that there is a traveller who wishes to get on or off at the next stop.

All this is done thanks to the information provided to the system and the traffic control centre.
Lots of sensors of different types provide a secure operation but anyway Marco supervises all
these processes.
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Automated coupling and self-driving wagons allow a high grade of flexibility and a fast reaction
in traffic needs.
The train can provide information to the passenger depending on their stated preferences;
Marco is interested in the results of the football team he has followed since he was a child
when he gets onto the train (outside work). He also likes listening to classical music.
Marco works for a large national train operating company who is able to vary his day by
changing him over to other routes every month. Normally all the trains have the same IT system
so it isn’t difficult for Marco to supervise different trains on different routes and he is always
astonished how it is possible to raise productivity year after year. There were times when the
rail sector even cannot think about being competitive – now the rail sector sets the standards
in competition and productivity. Another result of the Europe-wide standardization of all
systems and infrastructure. “But we had never fulfilled the raising traffic demand without that”
he is proud to be a part of the system.
Marco’s work consists of making sure that the trains are working correctly from a control room
in the train cabin which allows him to supervise the overall system. There is a supervisor
located in the traffic control centre for each train moving on the network who oversees all
activity at all times, allowing the system to function more efficiently, quickly and safely.
If some kind of problem occurs, Marco would take control of a train by changing the automatic
system to a manual one. He takes responsibility for supervising and monitoring, as well as
supporting the train along the entire journey.
Because of this role, Marco and his colleagues have been trained to control a train when
circumstances require it, giving them the same skills as the train drivers of yesteryear.
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The catering service on board of the train provides Marco with coffee so he does not need to
visit the catering car.

Today has been very intense as an incident occurred just as they reached their destination.
There was a horse (probably escaped from local stables) on the track and it needed to be
removed. Marco was told about the horse and he had to change the controls over to manual
and slowly decelerate the train to allow a maintenance team time to get the horse off the track.

It is an apparently simple job but one which involves great responsibility. To deal with this
complexity, Marco is an IT engineer as well as a railway engineer.
Before arriving at the origin station and catching the self-driving car home Marco has to upload
a report detailing the incidents that have occurred that day. What has happened? Has it gone
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further than the incident itself? How was it resolved? Were there any material damages or
personal

damage?

This

could

be

done

automatically

but

god

sake

the

professionists`experience matters something in this future days anymore. This report goes
directly to the traffic control centre where it is stored to be analysed on a weekly basis by a
committee of experts in incident management (costs, damages, delays, etc.) after being
analysed with big data analysis.
At the end of the working day he returns home, he finds it very difficult to flip the switch from
work to leisure time. Especially if something extraordinary happened. The self-driving car has
certain options to help the passenger relax during the journey, such as daily news bulletins,
music, video, internet access, etc. to help Marco disconnect from his work during his trip home.

3.2.6

Mini-scenario: persona 6 “Lupo Rioja”

Mini-scenario: LUPO RIOJA

Lupo is a dispatcher at a freight operator. He is responsible for making sure , that trains
safely move along the rail network. Lupo loves his job since he likes the continuous
challenge of monitoring the track conditions, the trains, problems s olving and avoiding
accidents. He appreciates how the implementation of new technologies has led to less stress
on the job due to last minute changes and how rail frei ght has improved, even that the job
is much more complex than years ago. He is unmarried and lives with a partner, with whom
he has a 6-month-old baby. They live in a 3-room flat in a medium-sized European city. One
of Lupo’s biggest hobbies is collecting Marvel comics and reading science-fiction novels.

He usually gets up at 6:30 a.m. or sometimes earlier if their baby awakes suddenly. He has a
cup of strong black coffee. Then, while giving his son a bottle of milk, he checks his wearable
device which gives him access to a collaboration operations management software. This
system provides status updates from his colleagues to his mobile device and it lets him know
what the current situation looks like. He receives a prioritized to-do list for his shift. After arriving
at his job site, he is granted access through a face scan and recognition of his voice – luckily
the phrases, which he has to repeat change all the time. It gets a little old to always say you
love chocolate ice cream.
He has many different systems for tasks at his disposal including a supervision system and a
planning system. Covering the whole transportation chain is now possible with the digital
integration since all of his systems work seamlessly together. This connectivity allows for more
efficiency, precise calculations, and cost reduction in order to have larger volume of trains and
cargo with increased safety. The foundation of these systems is the deep learning algorithm.
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It understands the complexity certain areas of track, weather impact and even the experience
level of the train crews. It matches more difficult tertian with more experienced train driver and
can reduce risk by varying the train orders in coordination by analysing type of cargo and
freight. The freight logistics system automatically selected the most efficient use of the crossborder rail infrastructure without disruption to passenger services,
He uses Big Data from all aspects of the rail system to improve his work. High availability
networks and enormous computing power mean that Lupo receives pre-interpreted data. The
Big Data analysis makes the infrastructure more reliable and prevents failure even in rolling
stock. This better displays an understanding of how parts age and when they will break down
and fail. Therefore, related issues are addressed before it occurs and predictive maintenance
can be performed. So, he has less surprises and unplanned events to manage daily and he
can focus on moving maximum amount of trains, which is his main goal as the cargo mobility
and in that sense the cargo volume is continuently rising every year. Due to the fact that the
transport sector is completely liberalized since years a strong but fair competition between all
modes of transport is in action all over Europe. It was a hard time for all, as the liberalization
opended the transport market for all transport modes, and the standardization of the rail sector
wasn`t almost started. With dread, he remembers the time when he often had to fear that the
actual working day would be his last, when his company was on the ground (or even below).
But with this standardization done and with the help of innovative infrastructure and a highlevel modularization the rail was able to lead with its own advantages like high volume with
high flexibility and transport safety with high punctuality. But anyway, lots of his colleagues had
to leave, due to cost cutting and optimization programs the whole sector had to implement to
raise productivity and competitiveness.
A precise tracking of trains and wagons for the customers is now possible with low-cost geolocation and tracking devices on wagons and freight.
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This has made an automatic information transfer to the sender of freight and recipients
possible. Bulk customers can now receive personalized status updates for their goods – just
like parcels for the customers at home. Through links developed between his supervision
system and the advanced tracking technology, he can have precise location data of every
container in the yard and what is in route to him. This tracking can integrate with systems from
other yards and better predict and plan train movement.
If Lupo encounters a situation that requires urgent information, he has a fleet of drones on
standby that he can dispatch to any part of his rail network. He can obtain live video feed both
in colour or infrared if required.
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This offers him remote troubleshooting and problem solving with assistive technology with
better speed and efficiency. It has an added benefit for the rail system, in that problem solving
occurs quicker with less labour-intensive work and less workers on-site in dangerous
situations. His advanced image recognition software performs checks and identifies potential
risks and addresses safety concerns. His computer can even suggest different solutions and
can provide a partial automatic execution.
The system is using numerous sources. Heat sensors and cameras onboard containers and
within yard allow him to monitor the condition of food produce or other heat sensitive freight
while also allowing checks to be made for stowaways. Should he receive information or
readings that are unexpected or that seem not plausible.
An alert tells Lupo that one train he supervises has pulled into the depot at its destination and
he downloads the journey report with performance metrics and forwards it to his client. Within
an hour, robotic arms are unloading the heavy turbine parts onto autonomous trucks for the
short journey to the assembly plant.

The technology has not made Lupo’s job completely trouble free. Unexpected issues occur
frequently due to last minute changes in operations and order requests. In addition to this, due
to the large number of systems in place and the requirement for these to work together
seamlessly, errors do occur. Due to the nature of the work and some of the dangerous freight
being moved, the human aspect has not been fully removed. All outputs are checked and
confirmed by employees to ensure, that they are accurate. From these checks, further status
updates, comments, and advice can be given to colleagues who are working on the next shift.
This input will also act as a source for a self-learning knowledge system which drives the
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employees’ continuous development. This system is a vast improvement on the previous
systems. Therefore, it allows Lupo to excel in his job and offers a better life work balance. In
fact, tonight he is attending a sci-fi convention with his partner for date night.

3.2.7

Mini-scenario: persona 7 “Kerstin Trenker”

Mini-scenario: KERSTIN TRENKER
Kerstin is a supply chain purchaser for a transport agency (forwarder/4PL). She lost
her vision at age ten due to a genetic disease and is legally blind with only a small
remaining light perception. After having studied in a bigger city, she has returned t o
her home town in a rural area in Europe. Kerstin is single and has a seeing -eye dog,
which is of great help to her. She lives in a first -floor apartment and enjoys the
countryside and long walks. In her free time, she likes travelling back to the city
where she meets friends, visits museums and enjoys fashion and opera. She uses
gadgets and wearables that help and assist her due to her blindness. Her wearable
computer performs a variety of tasks ranging from wayfinding, communication, to
preventing her from running into obstacles and performs real-time monitoring of her
surroundings. Her office is in a bigger city and she takes a bus three days a week
and the other two days she works from home. She loves the outdoors and that her
dog has room to exercise. She also likes to go on walks and helps to take care of
her grandparents who live in the same town.

Kerstin gets an unexpected message from her boss at 6 am, explaining that she needs to go
on an unplanned city business trip to a large European city, 600 km away. She picks up her
smart device and knows that the temperature will be quite cold, around 5°C and heavy rain.
Her integrated closet system already has picked out different business-professional options
for these weather conditions. Kerstin uses a one-stop shop easy ticketing solution to buy her
long-distance ticket and reserves a seat for the train. She is member of a crowd-sourced
platform for people who are blind and checks if there are accessibility challenges on the way
or special things to consider. Years ago, preparing for trips was sometimes quite challenging:
wayfinding and navigating has improved a lot in the last couple of years. She decides to not
take her seeing-eye dog for this trip – something, she could not have done years before. She
decides to take her dog out for a quick walk before she leaves for the trip. She drops her dog
off at her grandparent’s house and they will take care of him while she is away.
She previously had multiple devices like a light detector, colour indicator and money counter,
but now they are incorporated into her wearables so she can pack much lighter for travelling.
She leaves for her trip by an autonomous bus which takes her to the next train station with
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long distance train services. She wears her clip-on camera and a “smart” tactile belt. Her belt
has a band with vibrating sensors to help navigate without her low vision white cane. It vibrates
in direction of where she needs to move so she knows that when it vibrates on the right side
to move right and she easily arrives at the correct place.

The small clip on camera can detect faces and tells her if the face is in her contact list or in her
social media. As she boards the bus, her camera scans the available seats and helps her pick
out a preferred seat next to the sweet grandma instead of the obnoxious loud teenage boy.
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All these devices connect to her smart device and can help her navigate independently. In the
old days, she needed personal assistance to change trains at this crowded station and to avoid
obstacles such as escalator low rise, a glass door or a trashcan sticking out. However, now
her camera can see obstacles that her cane does not touch and warn her of them before
injuring herself. The standardization of all processes from ticketing, station and train
infrastructure all over Europe makes it easier for all passengers to navigate but of course
especially for people with disabilities.
She arrives at the train station and realizes she is hungry after rushing out the door. Her
personal profile of things she likes to eat and drink, places and services she likes at train
stations are saved and easily accessible on her device – no more need to search for them and
lose valuable time. Kerstin goes to the level access carriage and steps aboard. This feeder
train, or moving platform, connects her to a high-speed suburban maglev train which will take
her to her local station.

It means a faster, more energy-efficient service as the high-speed train doesn’t stop at every
station. Although slightly more expensive than other options to get to her office, this service
offers Kerstin the quickest route along with superfast WiFi, and she is willing to pay more for
the convenience. Thanks to the liberalization of the whole transport sector, the prices for
travelling and special services dropped a lot in comparison to some years ago.
As her shuttle approaches the maglev service to dock, Kerstin notices a microdrone monitoring
the tracks alongside the train. This drone helps the rail operator perform predictive
maintenance of the tracks and those lengthy delays and maintenance schedules are thankfully
a thing of the past.
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She boards the high-speed train and she is guided to her seat with the help of the indoor
positioning system of the train and her smart device.

It all works seamlessly together with the journey planner of the train operator and different
travel apps and services. The journey planner sends her constant status updates on delays
and her location with information about points of interest and cities she is passing along the
route. While she is on the train, she contacts her friend, Anna, who lives in the city and she
has not seen for a year. Kerstin sends her a message to check if she has plans for the evening.
Anna replies right away and they arrange to meet for dinner and to attend an opera.
After arriving at her destination, she uses an accessible augmented reality system to navigate
through the building. She is able to find the metro station totally independently and takes a
connecting train to her business location. At the business meeting, the facial recognition
system helps her to identify the person she is supposed to meet right away. Her wearable
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camera also helps her to have a successful business meeting by secretly telling her if people
are smiling and indicating many non-verbal expressions than would otherwise by missed due
to her poor vision. The company has arranged a buffet lunch and with the help of the camera
Kerstin is able to look at all food choices and assists with the task and the integrated system
can tell her what is on her plate and even how many calories it has – a nice feature for a healthy
lifestyle.
After her successful meeting, she takes an autonomous electric car to meet her friend at her
apartment. In the beginning, autonomous cars made Kerstin very nervous and were hard to
board without the help of other people. Now, the speech feedback and the improved passenger
information make her actually fun using them. Her friend has recommended different places to
eat, in the car she checks the menus and reviews of the different places. They are read out to
her on her smart device and she hears them through her implanted bone conduction headset.
After a warm welcome by her friend, they go to an Italian restaurant and have dinner. Kerstin
tells Anna that she likes her different hair style. Anna cannot believe that Kerstin’s camera can
now detect new hairstyles. Her friend tells her about a new exhibition in an art museum about
fashion in the 20th century. Kerstin is very interested to visit the exhibition the next day. She
discovers the next day, that most of the exhibits have a tactile hologram, so Kerstin can touch
digital representations of everything on display. She smiles and tells her friend, “she really likes
some of the outfits people wore in the 1980’s.”

3.2.8

Mini-scenario: persona 8 “Conchita Garcia”

Mini-scenario: CONCHITA GARCIA
Conchita García is qualified in catering and electronics and works for the catering
service of a well-known train operating company. She has a Spanish father and a
Venezuelan mother and Latin blood runs through her veins. She lives only a few
metres from her local station. She loves dancing and nature. Because her work ing
place is so close to home she can go to work on foot. Every day before sett ing off,
Conchita knows which train she will be working on and how everything has to be
managed with no more than using her mobile application. She usually works on
middle distance trains allowing her to get back home on the same day. She likes
good food and she looks after herself a lot. In her free time, she collaborates with a
local animal protection organisation and she goes to dance classes.

She gets up early to go to work, has a quick breakfast and sets out walking to the station which
is just two blocks away from her home. When she arrives at the station she is identified by a
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retinal eye scanner and afterwards goes to the station staff area. She receives information to
confirm the train she will be working on today while she is getting changed in the locker room.

This confirmation gives her access to all the information about the train she will be working on,
type of train, route, who is in charge on board, number of passengers, destination, etc. She is
very well structured in her life and her work.
After receiving the general information, she does an initial check on the central computer to
make sure everything is correct. Enough food, machines loaded, etc. The check performed on
the androids, that are used for waitering has to be physically and electrically checked to ensure
their functions and their programming.

Conchita has one hour to do all this after arriving at the station before the train leaves.
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During the journey, each passenger chooses what he or shewant to consume, using
holograms placed in the cabin in every row or their mobile devices. The first to be served are
the passengers in first class, followed by tourist class. Conchita reviews all the processes in
order to avoid waiting times and delays in the service.
Everything is prepared to be served automatically in the trains`kitchen, snacks as well as meals
are available at any time. Normally the outward journey involves breakfast and a morning
snack, on the return lunch and afternoon tea. She makes notes of any incidents that have
taken place during her shift, from android malfunction, running out of food or drink and incidents
involving delays in serving certain products.
Conchita personally looks after passengers when they have some kind of incident with the
service. Conchita is now much more a supervisor and operator as she was the years ago when
she started working. Now detailed knowledge about infrastructure and technology are
necessary to be qualified for a job like hers. Thanks to her knowledge about electronics, she
can repair the robots herself if the problem is not too serious.

If she cannot fix it then she deactivates the android and uses the reserves that are on board.
It is very unlikely, but if there are not enough reserve androids available on each carriage, she
must take on their duties. If there is a massive break down in all the service (catastrophic
android failure) the train will stop at the next station and it only takes 5 minutes, to removethe
broken androids and replace them with working models. Conchita monitors the demand
passenger by passenger. She reports about all the incidents and problems that have occurred
during the journey. Once she reaches her destination on the outward journey, Conchita orders
the robots to start cleaning operations and restocking the stores. The return journey is
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completely identical. A request is made for stock fill-up, which is then put in place before setting
off again.
When she reaches the origin station and her shift finishes, she first needs to approve a report
about any incidents and the products that were sold that is automatically recorded. After
instructing the androids to clean and once they have finished she will disconnect them so they
are ready for the next day. The process is similar for all the catering staff on each train so they
are frequently exchanged from train to train. Using the application which the passengers use
for the catering services, Conchita is able to send a survey to each passenger automatically
with a personal note, so they can score the service they received during their journey to
improve future service and value the current service. Today the service cannot be improved
as more than 95% of the passengers that have used it were very happy with the service they
received. Customers have a strong position in service and process modelling and are asked
for participating from the beginning until the end of a service, like making recommendations
what meals they prefer and which ingredience should be avoided.

As it is Tuesday, Conchita goes to her dance class before returning home to relax after a hard
day. Flamenco and Salsa are her passions and she says they help her get through each day
of her life.

3.2.9

Mini-scenario: persona 9 “Jean Claude Laforest - CEO”

Mini-scenario: JEAN CLAUDE LAFOREST– CEO
Jean-Claude is a CEO in the railway supply industry. He is married and lives with
his wife and 4 children (12,10,8 and 3) in a house in the outskirts of a medium
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sized city. He loves to be active and work out, his favourite way to spend his free
time is either long distance running or playing golf. Years ago, his business life
included a lot of travelling which was often tough for a good work -life balance.
Now, he is able to divide his time by working from home several days per month
and other days travels to the office or takes trips to conduct his business affairs
and manage his company. His work as a CEO requires a lot of direct business
contact and meeting clients and customers in person. In recent years, this has
changed with new technologies arising.

Jean-Claude gets up at 5:30 a.m. As every morning, he puts on his running gear and takes his
special contact lenses out of the charger and cleaning station in the bathroom. He goes on a
run to wake up and go thorough the items on his agenda. His special contact lenses include
an agenda planner which presents information to him to help categorize and prioritize his day
and assess the needs of his company.
He thrives on the sunrise and fresh morning air to think about and brainstorm his hectic
workload. After coming back from his morning run and some fresh ideas in mind, he showers,
gets dressed and has his first cup of coffee. Before the kitchen gets crowded with hungry family
members, he has a hologram call from his smart device in the kitchen with his personal
secretary. She ensures, that he gets a through overview of current affairs and business news
and his appointment for the day.
He remembers his first years in his working life, working as a member of a research group for
the European Union, sticked to the topic of setting standards for the whole transport sector in
Europe, to achieve a fair competition among all transport modes. Years ago, he is able to say
that this was an outbreaking time. Relating to these standards and the fair competition each
transport mode was able to concentrate on their benefits and raise the quality of their services
to a maximum. Fortunately, he hired in a company that was able to survive this time of
displacement and concentration in the rail sector. Now in a time, where all necessary budgets
are provided from public and private Investors and the regulations all over Europe are equal
and dropped down even to the smallest regional transport, work is quite easy. The way from
setting standards to a liberalized and almost complete autonomus transport and logistic system
seemed quite a short one in time, but with a lot of effort. Now, visiting one of his production
sites, where autonomous electrified shuttels being deloaded from robots within minutes, parts
being assembled without the need of any human being and shipped to the customer by a
seemless combination of drones, self-driving roadbased transporters, trains or even
autonomous ships, makes him proud.
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But this is not for free. The only fear he sometimes feels is, this complete dependence on ITsystems and in that sense the budgets for data and IT security exploded years ago and are
continuously raising every year, after some severe cyber terroristic acts and cyber crimes.
Today, he will work from home. After a short breakfast with the family, he goes to his home
office. As he approaches the door, an automated iris scan is performed to authenticate him
and let him enter the room. It is a 3D-hologram room that he can change every day.

A perfectly set room temperature, lighting and a new, warm colour of the interactive walls
welcome him. He checks the state of some current projects and financial news. Receiving
reminders, notifications and status updates is very important to him. A newly implemented
system assists him: a management tool, specially designed to his demands and wishes,
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incorporates different sub-systems such as a project management system, an enterprise
resource system and a customer relationship system. In addition, he has an intercultural
competence system at his disposal, which includes automatic translations of all major
languages. He does not need a translator anymore to help him with business contacts in China
or Arabic speaking countries.
In combination with his extended business contacts system, which includes different social
media and business professional resources, he is reminded of an upcoming birthday of a longterm acquaintance. The system provides an idea for a matching gift, based on an algorithm
that matches interests and matches them with findings on social media.
His secretary informs him, that a client would like to have a business meeting about the new
electrified autonomous shuttles on short notice. “Why do they stick to nuclear powered trains
anymore, when everyone knows, that hydrogen-hybrid-trains are the standard of the future?”
he breathes out with frustration. But anyway, he agrees to join in for 2 p.m. and sends his
secretaryan electronic invitation to his virtual conference room. Long gone are the days of
conference calls with low sound quality and no real interaction between the attendees. He
adjusts the look of the virtual room so it has current company highlights and newest
achievements nicely presented. His attendees are really impressed. After his successful
meeting, he prepares for a business trip, which he will go on the next day to a European mega
city. Meeting clients and customers in-person is still very important, especially in case of
contracting new members of the companys`supply chain. A complete supply chain from the
customers`needs to his fulfilment and the consequtive and continuous participation of the
customer in the whole value chain is self-evident today.
He enjoys taking the train, due to the speed and being able to work on the train. His journey
planner has an algorithm that knows his habits, demands and favourite things and can adjust
his traveling plans accordingly.
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The bonus reward system tells him, he is not travelling as much as he used to but he enjoys
the service offers in lounges and the improved on-board services in trains.
Since the trains have a luxury conference room and fast steady internet connections, Mr.
Laforest is able to multitask and meet a series of investors for a conference meeting aboard
the train.

Three investors board the train and the other two venture capitalists are able to attend via the
trains hologram system. It is very important to showcase the prestige and high quality that Mr.
Laforest’s company wants to reflect so he is able to even have Russian caviar and French
Champagne flown in by drones at the last minute to the train for his meeting while already in
route.

3.2.10 Mini-scenario: persona 10 “Jean Claude Laforest – Btp”
Mini-scenario: JEAN CLAUDE LAFOREST– business trip passenger
Jean Claude is CEO in a production company. His sc hedule is full and he has lots
of meetings during the day. When he schedules a meeting in his worki ng calendar,
a trip scheduler software assistant pops up, asking him for the travel demands and
the time window for the planned trip to be organized. When finishing the
requirements input, he gets a ticket confirmation on his mobile phone. Additionally,
he gets some recommendations for the destination. He books a business dinner for
two as he plans to meet another CEO in the evening.
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As he will come to an overcrowded city he is not willing to rent a car and get into a traffic jam.
He prefers to be transported by drone for the last mile(s). As the destination city is far away
(2000km) he demands for a high speed hyperloop train. The business trip will be tomorrow.
The next day Jean Claude works as usual in his company. The smart googles reminds him
right in time to get ready for the trip. He puts his laptop in a luggage transport box which
autonomously starts the trip to the train. He himself moves to the drone pick up station at his
companies` roof. There, the drone awaits him already. “Good morning sir! I wish you a pleasant
journey”, the drone responses. The drone is a convertible flying seat with passenger cabinet
box.

Jean Claude is identified by iris scan and RFID tags on his clothes. He steps in and launches
the drone which brings him automatically to the high-speed train, controlled by the transport
supervising system, that controls all types of tramsport modes to prevent any collision or other
incident.
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“No human being could ever control this complexity anymore” he relaxes, believing in the state
of the art IT-systems. One effect of this dependence in technology and automation is a
complete decontrol of personal and private data, like locations, habits, preferences and even
body measures. But for Jean Claude it is only a small disadvantage for enjoying all these
conveniences.
As the high-speed train drives through the nearby area of Jean Claude’s company, the drone
automatically calculates the perfect route for getting on the moving train.

Another drone has already picked up Jean Claudes laptop and suitcase. The suitcase was
dropped off in the morning at Jean Claude’s home and is now also brought on board the driving
train.
The passenger drone connects with the hull of the train and moves forward to his announced
space on the train. The seat and drone management system of the train guides the drone at
the reserved place. At the place, the drone converts into a full equipped working chair satisfying
all needs for business (cloud-based computer, video conferences, ...).
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Jean Claude doesn’t want to waist time and due to the massive work load in his job he wants
to use every minute for working. He has to finish a presentation for his upcoming business
meeting and therefore wants to use internet connectivity and enjoy silence in a separated
business class compartment. The train has 8G bandwith internet which allows him to even do
holo conferences if he has to clarify things with his employees.
His full equipped business chair also offers an integrated lunch table to enjoy a snack.
“Welcome sir, which meal can we serve to you?” the restaurant service asks. His laptop is
stored per button click and he can have a short break. Jean Claude reads through the menu
and orders a functional food meal. Payment is done by his chip in his wrist and an interactive
touch display. After lunch, he continues working.
Three hours later he has reached his destination – a distance of 2000 km. He is informed that
his drone seat will convert for flying mode soon. He confirms readiness and the drone converts.
He gets off with the person drone and his luggage with a luggage drone while the train is on
full speed. The drone does the last mile transport and brings him to his final destination.
The drone lets him off at the business meeting point. One luggage drone brings the laptop to
Jean-Claude and another luggage drone brings the suitcase to the hotel. Jean Claude can
check their route at any time and gets a confirmation when the luggage transport is done. “
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I hope your trip was pleasant and I wish you a wonderful and successful rest of the day sir!”,
the drone says and leaves the roof of the business meeting location. Jean-Claude rates the
travel and enters the building to get to the meeting with the other CEOs.

3.2.11 Mini-scenario: persona 11 and 12 “Guiseppe Bianco – customer service and Ptp”
Mini-scenario: GIUSEPPE BIANCO
Giuseppe works in direct contact with the public in a customer services desk for an
important railway infrastructure administrator. Giuseppe really likes literature and
history; he is a member of his town’s natural history museum as well as the local
friends of the railways association. Thanks to the support of his wife and son
Giuseppe has been able to overcome the accident that cost him his legs. He swore
to himself that he would never again use a conventional car anymore, only public
transport in spite of his disability or fully automated self-driving transport modes,
that are available for every need. He has always been a fighter for the removal of
physical barriers (fewer difficulties for people with reduced mobility). Although he is
a qualified solicitor this 60-year-old lawyer has been working for 30 years managing
incidents and helping passengers. He is a key person when it comes to resolving
railway incidents, capable of coordinating them in record time and minimizing the
effect on passengers.

Giuseppe was involved in a car accident 20 years ago driving his own car by his own. This
was the point when he had to accept, that by using an autonomous transport mode instead,
he wouldn’t have had this accident, as the numbers of accidents got to a minimum at the stage
of changing all transports from driver to driverless mode decades ago. Another effect was, that
by using this mostly electrified transports the environmental effects of individual transport could
be reduced immense.
The first 10 years he was in a wheel chair and after recovering well the following 10 years he
has been fitted with an exoskeleton guided by brain waves which allows him to have total
autonomy.
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It is sometimes difficult to adapt to new technology so this exoskeleton can be converted into
a wheel chair (just by attaching two lateral wheels onto it) to help him on his journeys, even if
Giuseppe requires it. This exoskeleton wheelchair or wheelchair exoskeleton allows Giuseppe
to connect by wifi or mobile signal to the central computer at his work place.
He works for the county’s main railway administrator (customer services and incident solutions)
and he travels to work every day from his home located near the highest mountain in the region
to the main station in the area where he lives. The company offered him to work most of his
time from home, as it is usual these days, but Giuseppe doesn`t want to stay at home but enjoy
his mobility.
The special self-driving vehicle provided by the company is waiting for him and takes him to
the local station which is about 20 minutes’ ride away. He usually reads the digital newspaper
and sometimes watches the news on his mobile device while being taken to the station. Once
the autonomous pod reaches the local station and connects directly to the designated gate he
takes the train to the region’s central station.
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The train is perfectly adapted for his needs (special exoskeleton) and he sits down in a seat
and listens to classical music until reaching his destination.
His exoskeleton has an identification system which is automatically detected at the entrance
to the station allowing him free access by lifting a ramp for easier access.

He arrives at work half an hour before starting in order to have some time to prepare the day
ahead despite the fact, that all required information about the last incidents and customer
complaints where already automatically uploaded to his cloud-based management tool, filtered
to his preferenced information needs. As well as his customer facing role, Giuseppe manages
incidents and customer complaints (both passengers and freight users).
He supervises the services making sure the passengers are comfortable during their train
journeys on each route, and he reviews the incident reports from the train crew (normally from
catering and technical support staff, or ex drivers). Giuseppe collects all the possible incidents
occurring inside and outside the train and is also responsible for the incidents which occur at
the traffic control centre. Furthermore, he is responsible for customer services, passenger
support and ticket sales services. One of his roles is to supervise surveys, that were sended
to passengers automatically during every step of the customer journey to estimate service
quality. He also hands out claims forms in paper (as some passengers prefer this old-fashiond
service) and writes the reports about the incidents that have occurred during the day.
Giuseppe has direct communication with the trains, CTCs, infrastructure managers and can
resolve incidents in real time using real time holographic communication. On the one hand
cameras are located every kilometer of the track and on the other hand, surveilance drones
are located on every track between each station to keep an eye on the infrastructure and report
any incidents. The drones working independently but are supervised by a control center based
at the central traffic communication station. Just now drone number 4 (located on stretch 4, 20
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Km from the station has sent images of a line being obstructed by an unknown object. The
cameras on the track and on the drone have confirmed that it is a fallen tree.

Given that, the train is a prudent distance away, Giuseppe has advised the train’s supervisor
at the control centre as well as the infrastructure management team. Thanks to this action, the
train driver activates the incident mode that reduces the train’s speed, while the traffic control
centre alerts all the other trains involved. The infrastructure servicing team equipped with work
drones remove the fallen tree without further incident. For these working drones, it is even
possible to repair tracks for instance to prevent track closures and therefore delays. In a
planned maintenance interval, these provisionally repairs have to be upgraded for a permanent
use by autonomous track-driving repair trains. Sensors on the track permanentaly supervise
the track conditions to enable predictive maintenance intervals. Due to these technologies, it
was possible to reduce track closures to a minimum and raise productivity of rail services to a
maximum.
The technical part has not been the only problem. As the passengers have been informed
about the incident, Giuseppe has to deal with a whole series of complaints and claims, in spite
of the fact that the train has arrived at its destination only two and a half minutes late, but
services are considered to be punctual at any case these days. “People should be happy that
the tree didn`t fell on the tracks directly in front of the train!” he thinks by himself, but fortunately
these severe and sudden incidents are secured by different sensors in front of the train
measuring optically, heat and even with radar and happening only once a time.
All incident actions are programmed in out of control action plans in the autonomous train
driving protocols, as a human being would never be able to react in a sufficient short period of
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time. In that sense, his train driver colleagues are much more supervisers anymore that check
the systems running well.

When he finishes his working day, his daily incident reports are automatically stored on the
company cloud, as well as the completed surveys for their later analysis and data extraction.
When he returns home by train he reads a real book as he likes the feeling and smell of old
books which are getting ever scarcer. At the station, he gets into his self driving vehicle with
the numer he got in advance on his mobile device and once again watches the day’s news
before arriving home to spend the evening with his family. Today is Thursday and he normally
goes to have dinner at his son´s house. Giuseppe does not know it yet but his son will give
him the good news that in 6 months’ time Giuseppe will get grandfather.

3.2.12 Mini-scenario: persona 13 “Sivia Weiss and baby”
Mini-scenario: SILVIA WEISS AND BABY
Silvia Weiss is looking forward to seeing her parents again. They haven´t met for a
rather long time because they were abroad. Normally Silvia and Julia visit them once
a month as the baby likes travelling and always has a lot of fun being “on tour”. Silvi a
also enjoys spending time on the train and having the possibility to calm down before
seeing her parents. Organizing the trip isn´t very time -consuming for Silvia, as the
train booking system has all necessary information regarding Julia und her. Such
things as autonomous last mile transport with an e hover stroller, luggage transport
as well as a full-customized “baby”-compartment are standards for their trip.
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“Everything is fine sweety! Only your yellow blankie is missing in our bag!” Silvia whispers in
Julia`s ear. She closes the suitcase and is carrying it to the luggage drop off box next to their
garden. In about half an hour a drone will carry the luggage to the train and later on, a further
drone to her parent´s house. A wonderful invention Julia thinks, while having the stories of her
mum in mind: “I never had the nerves to travel by train with you. Carrying all the luggage, the
maxi-cosi, baby food, nappies and toys would have been a nightmare and much too heavy for
me” her mother told. “And how did you make trips, or did you always stay at home with me,
mum?” Silvia once asked. Her mother smiled “of course not…I had my own car and you were
at the backseat. Sometimes you didn´t like it at all and cried for a long time – but we didn´t had
another possibility at our time.” “I think I cried because of the environmental pollution which
you created with your car,” Silvia ended the conversation with a bittersweet smile on her face.
Times are changing - Silvia thinks and thanks the “modern world” for having the possibility to
travel by train for long distances and taking an autonomous public transport mode for short
ways in the city. Today for example, the family will go with an autonomous hover stroller to the
train station and to her parents’ house. Silvia can also sit on this stroller. If sun is shining, Silvia
prefers this mode of transport. Because the family can enjoy the fresh air and have a closer
look at the colourful leaves of the autumn trees in the big city roof gardens. Unfortunately, it is
not possible any more to observe the landscape with the new trains. They go so fast that most
of the cabins do not have windows any more.
The booking and payment process for their trip was fully automated with a smart device/chip.
Silvia didn´t had to consider a lot and had the possibility to make fast decisions. That´s
important for her, as she wants to concentrate on the baby and not on booking processes.
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At this moment, Silvia receives a message from her smart home device. The train booking
system wants to know if Baby Julia eventually needs any special baby medicine on board.
“Luckily not.” Silvia answers. “This baby happiness package is really ingenious and worth
money”, Silvia thinks. It includes a milk replicator for baby milk, disinfected baby bottles, enappies, one baby bodysuit in the right size, baby medicine, on board baby entertainment, a
healthy (clean) air conditioning with fragrances (e.g. lavender), no safety risk with interior as
well as separated cabins with possibilities for wrapping and cleaning the baby.

“Thanks to this customized equipment our carry-on baggage is reduced to a small backpack
and my hands are free for you sweet Julia,” Silvia laughs.
“Abue, abue,” Julia babbles. “Don´t be afraid sweetheart, we will not forget your robot nanny,
which we call ‘abuella’”, Silvia answers. Abuella will also accompany them on their journey and
will entertain Julia during the trip. “But before we leave, abuella will change your e-nappies and
give you your milk”, Silvia mentions. “The right time for me to set the garden robot”, she thinks.
It will take care of their rather big garden, where they plant all vegetables and fruits, the family
needs.
Half an hour later the autonomous hover stroller takes them to the train station and gets them
on the train, which is optimized for barrier free entrance leading all passengers directly to their
designated train. As always, the train station is really crowded but due to the automated
guiding, overcrowded areas are avoided.
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The mandatory security controls doesn`t even bother anyone anymore, as they are usual in
any case of public transports since decades. And with the sensors equipped on an invisible
line between the entry and the train gates you don`t even recognize them.

The doors of the baby-compartment open automatically and Julia´s favourite LaLa-Song
makes her smile brightly. Temperature is optimized and a spacious compartment invites them
to linger and enjoy the baby happiness package. Silvia is planning to do some research for her
work and if there is enough time a power yoga lesson. Shortly before arriving Silvia gets a
message from her mum, who is observing the trip from her smart home device: “Only 20
Minutes left and we can take you and Julia in our arms.”
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3.2.13 Mini-scenario: persona 14 “Achmed Aleid”
Mini-scenario: ACHMED ALEID
Achmed is a railway mechanic in a maintenance workshop for a railway operator,
Rainbow Rails. He lives in an apartment together with his wife and his two children
in a medium-sized city. Achmed and his wife are both immigrants. Both are still
learning the new language, but his wife is really struggling with the local language.
Achmed loves smart-phone gaming and gadgets; everything technical has always
fascinated him. He tries to do most of his travels by public transit and takes the train
to work. He loves digital services that also support his native language.

Achmed wakes up at 6:30 a.m. and gets ready for working. He checks his smartphone to see
if all trains are on time – an old habit of him. Today all trains are on time – as usual. After his
wife makes breakfast, they drop the children off at school and he escorts his wife to her
intensive language class. Then on his commute to work by train, he checks his tablet computer
where he receives information about today’s agenda and his schedule. The trains are
continuously monitored with the help of predictive maintenance. He also receives information
from a system of sensors in the trains and the trains signal problems to the repair shop.
Automated maintenance protocols enable components to monitor themselves and report
problems. Trains can schedule their own appointments. His agenda is constantly updated. The
predictive maintenance algorithm and maintenance management system are connected to an
automated distribution system for spare parts, which performs an automatic just-in-time
ordering of spare parts. He has plenty of repairs today. “It will be a busy day.” he thinks, “but
this is how I like it!” The system indicates five of the small issues can be solved remotely, but
two others must be done on site and then in the repairs shop in addition to his already planned
maintenance.
After Achmed arrives at work, the shift changes and transfer of work is done via his digital
device. His colleagues have left comments and documented their work. He starts on his
planned work and tasks that have been prioritized. First is the planned repair of brakes and
axles on several cars which was easy work since the predictive maintenance system allows
those basic repairs to be scheduled systematically.
Next, Achmed installs several new windows on the train cars that were severely damaged by
a storm a few nights prior. In order to lift the windows and other heavier parts, he is assisted
by robots that provide augmented muscle power.
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“Pull up the window” he announces to robot 1. “Orientate to window opening”. The robots can
follow his own movements or can help him by voice commands and an ongoing supervision of
his work is being performed.
While working on the control technology, Achmed starts having difficulties with replacing a data
transmission transmitter. He is so glad that he no longer has to look up technical drawings on
his computer or in old printed plans. He just winks twice, wearing his 3D augmented reality
glasses, which allow him to see technical drawings and a 3D model of the parts he is working
on.

The 3D glasses are integrated into his eye protection – gone are the days when wearing safety
goggles was uncool!

He even can log onto a platform where his colleagues exchange

information about problems that they have encountered with trains and rolling stock to help
each other. Then he quickly realizes that the part he has, does not fit. So, he goes to the back
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of the repair shop where spare parts are 3D printed. The introduction of additive manufacturing
has changed and greatly helped to lower the downtime due missing parts to a minimum.

Working on rolling stock has been greatly enhanced within the last years. One major reason
for that are the EU-wide regulations of standardization of mechanical and electronical
components used in rail systems for both long-distance and regional/urban operation, which
raised the productivity and cost transparency a lot. Due to the fact, that also operating systems
are standardized and the common standard language is English, Achmed was easily able to
get a job and work in the facility, even while not speaking the mother language of his new
hometown.
Achmed stops for a quick lunch and he enjoys an organic superfood bar that is 3D printed to
his craving of warm chicken and rice on this cold day. After lunch, Achmed gets a notification
that the increasingly heavy snowfall has caused a damage to the catenary of a train line.
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The problem is, that a train on the line cannot continue its journey. A track surveillance drone
rises and quickly provides aerial footage of the situation and the camera algorithm of the drone
detects that a tree has hit the catenary. Achmed is notified with the imagery and confirms the
launch of a maintenance drone cluster. Two heavy lift drones, equipped with gripper arms drag
away the fallen tree. A drone cluster, consisting of three caternary drones, arrives to fix the
broken catenary.

The first drone picks one end, the second drone the other end of the wire. The third drone
connects the wire, while the others hold both ends in place. Before the train can continue its
journey, a self-test of the catenary and the power system of the train is carried out.
In cases, where drones can not help, Achmed has the possibility to use an autonomous roadrail-air vehicle to do repairs on trains en route.

Although, this is only possible for minor fixes, it still greatly helps to keep trains perfectly
running and not having to stop at a small station out in the country.
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Before his work day ends, he talks to his colleagues over the integrated exchange system and
sends an improvement idea to the train manufacturer. He also likes to go through postings of
passengers and other customers, as they are a collaborative part of the improvement system
and often raise good ideas of system improvement.
Since he finishes a little earlier today thanks to all the technology, he will be able to stop by his
son’s indoor football practice. On his commute, he even checks on new procedures and
improvements for work.

3.2.14 Mini-scenario: persona 15 “Viktoria Klein”
Mini-scenario: VICTORIA KLEIN
Victoria Klein lives in a beautiful house in a small village close to a medium sized
town. She is happily married with two children and she loves sp ort and mixing
socially. She has an on-line shop for buying and selling products. She also has a
real shop in the town which she goes to every day to programme all the purchases,
sales and deliveries. She also meets up with all her old friends and she visi ts the
gym where she does Pilates twice a week. She has always used the train as her
main mode of transport for getting around as well as for making large deliveries of
her shop’s products. Although she continues to use the railways as a mode of
transport she also ships her products using self-driving vehicles when the size of
the delivery allows it.

She is very proud of her family, her husband and her children are everything to her. After
having studied civil engineering, she did not have any luck finding work, only badly paid hard
work, with a lot of pressure, low wages and no other benefits. After the birth of her second son,
she had to make a hard decision, she set up on her own as a self-employed business woman
and thanks to that she is able to balance work and family. Her husband helps her personally
and professionally and he is now a partner in the on-line business.
“Hurry up, I have to go!” Although she has commercial premises located in the town centre,
Victoria usually works from home managing her website, purchases, orders, deliveries, etc.
But she often likes to go to her premises in the town to have a look at things in person.
When she decides to go to her shop, Victoria catches the local train to the large town which is
about 20 minutes’ ride away from her house. She goes to her office where her online shop is
based. She enjoys a discount in the cost of the ticketing because she is a frequent user (at
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least three times per week) and furthermore uses the railways also for transporting her shop
goods. These agreements help her providing cost efficiency to her customers.
She normally walks to the station from her house as it is 10 minutes away. During the journey,
she enjoys the ease and comfort provided by the local railway service. Passenger services
provide her with everything she needs, as she listens to music she uses her tablet to review
the daily comings and goings from her shop.
Victoria is excited with one of today’s jobs as some flowers will be arriving from the capital and
they need to be sent to a small town located 30 km away from hers. The flowers are for the
wedding of her best friend, Susannah, an American girl she made friends with when she moved
to the town. Victoria helped her in everything from finding a flat and finding a job to introducing
her to her future husband.
As this is a large order, Victoria cannot use the self-driving vehicle to deliver the flowers
because it isn’t big enough so she decides to use the train, with all the rail operators`provided
services like door to door transport.

She is connected in real time to a standardized logistic programme that provides her with the
cheapest services for her needs. “Thanks to liberalization I can safe a lot of money!” The whole
transport sector was liberalized EU-wide years ago to provide fair competition regulations to
all modes of public transport and with this basis the service level and quality level could be
raised to a level, that all stakeholders could even not think about.
She manages the delivery of the flowers at the station located in the town where they are
loaded onto the train going towards the next town. She herself checks in the goods in the self
driven cargo pod and she thereby automatically contracts the company that will collect the
flowers and take them to her friend’s house.
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Thanks to the real time up-dates on the goods, Victoria always knows where they are. She can
track them from the train to the office or from the office itself; however, if the quantity is small
and she needs to use the self-driving vehicle, Victoria has to be in the office herself to
personally do or supervise everything. Victoria wants the flowers to arrive in good condition
conserving all their qualities; she can almost smell their scent. All of which is possible thanks
to the short delivery times. When the goods reach their destination, Victoria is informed about
this on her mobile or Tablet. When her goods arrive at their destination Victoria always
automatically sends a short Service Quality survey for the customer to fill in.
Victoria is member of several bonus programmes and collaboration agreements between
different operators of all kind of transport modes to offer a unique service level to all customers.
By using the train passengers can get discounts in her shop as well as online seller get
discounts in traveling. “It`s all about a one stop shop for the customers!” she remembers one
of her mentors she had starting her business.
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And this is how reality looks like today. Nowadays the customers even don`t know their overall
needs and get lots of recommendations to even precise that. Due to a professional managed
supply chain with integrated services even a small online shop like Victorias` is able to compete
in a growing but also cost cutting market by being a member of these.
Victoria does her routines day after day. At the end of the day she prepares the orders for the
next day and the deliveries that need to be made. She also looks at the results of the
completed quality surveys which she herself analyses to obtain important feedback which will
enable her to make service improvements.
When she finally finishes work, she picks up her children and they all go to the gym, she usually
does Pilates on Monday and Wednesday and she goes to the swimming pool on Tuesday and
Thursday. Her children take judo and aikido classes at the same gymnasium which is actually
part of the chain of gymnasiums owned by her husband. On Friday, she meets up with her
friends and they plan together what they are going to do over the weekend. The train in her
town allows her to make innumerable combinations, access to the town centre, to the beach
and/or mountains by way of a junction connecting with the local train services, or she can even
take a funicular to the top of the highest mountains in her region.

3.2.15 Mini-scenario: persona 16 “Klaus Wolf”
Mini-scenario: KLAUS WOLF
Klaus is a loading point manager at a chemical plant for bulk freight customers. He
supervises a safe and efficient loading of chemicals and products into tank
containers. He organizes the containers and is responsible for managing a high
volume of processes and shipments each day. He is an unmarried single man who
lives in a one room apartment in hip area of a large European city. He is very
interested in the urban lifestyle and new fashion trends. He likes to go out, party,
and date a lot of women.
Klaus wakes up suddenly and looks at the clock. It’s already 11:45 am. He panics for a
moment, but then realizes that it’s Friday and that he works the later shift today. He was out
late last night dancing and is glad that he is only going to meet his uncle for lunch. He has a
quick espresso in his kitchen and walks out the door in order not to be late.
Klaus’s uncle, Gustav, is already at “The Dancing Cow”, a vegan and vegetarian restaurant.
These are common types of cafés now since people demand healthy and more ecofriendly
options. Gustav and Klaus try to meet once a month. Klaus loves hearing about Gustav’s
experiences on the job. Gustav was a loader for chemical plant about 40 years ago. Back in
those days, loading the trains was a lengthy and dangerous process. Gustave would start the
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days with safety meetings, review pages and pages of paperwork, actual paper documents.
Then he had to work outside, which at times included extreme heat or extreme cold. He even
had to wear protective clothing and equipment which sometimes included a respirator or fresh
air equipment to ensure his safety around hazardous chemicals. His job was quite physical
too, since he had to constantly lift heavy equipment, push and pull different mechanical hoses
and tubes and climb stairs and ladders. He always claims his bad back on all the frequent
bending and squatting and physical labor he had to do on the job.
Klaus is always so thankful for his job and daily routine after spending time with his uncle. Most
of Klaus’s work day and tasks can be performed in an office instead of outdoors at the loading
terminal. In fact, Klaus’s office is made of specialized glass which allows significant amounts
of natural light and has carefully selected trees from around the world which provide beauty
and air purification inside the building. He appreciates the safety of his work with the benefits
of digitalization, robotics and autonomous loading equipment instead of manual labor. His job
now consists much more of supervision than in manual operation, which needed lots of
different aspects in education and ongoing further education like professional IT system
knowledge.
After a nice visit with his uncle, Klaus has to leave for work. Klaus takes a suburban train to
the outskirts of the city to his office. All public transports are settled underground today to save
space for living and commercial purposes.

While in route to work, he checks his predictive shift agenda on his smartphone to see his
current work load, the incoming orders and checks the calculations of today’s loading demand.
He walks into his building whistling and gives a wink to the cute receptionist at the front door.
He settles in at this desk and opens his company’s enhanced enterprise-resource-planning
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system which synchs with his predictive shift agenda and allows him to analyze the availability
of various components including the amount of clean empty tank containers and empty flat
wagons. He is able to disponent from various sources like it is common not owning all
equipment anymore but to use existing equipment of collaboration partners. The system’s
software reserves the company owned wagons or orders wagons externally on short notice
due to customer demands. It also verifies the availability of chemicals to be loaded and ensures
proper classification of hazardous chemicals and asses the required safety measures.
Along with the enterprise-resource-planning system, Klaus also has an intelligent information
system which displays current notifications and provides status updates to him to ensure the
loading goods are available and ready for transport.

His job demands accuracy and precision - the right product has to be in the right container and
on the right train. He needs a quick and easy overview of simultaneous loading processes
along with failure detection. The system delivers the status updates and notifications on big
screens in his office or on the go to his wearable devices. This allows him to be on stand by
for accident intervention and address any problems that arise. It also permits him to have a
valid information flow between all stakeholders. He is able to be in constant connections with
both his supervisors and his customers. He is now capable of giving status updates to the
customers in order to let them know where their goods are and when they will exactly arrive
and calculate any adjustments that need to be made.
Klaus is much more efficient and the amount of goods he handles per day has greatly
increased along with safety compared to the years his uncle worked. The design of the loading
area does not allow any fire to develop, making it a safe, non-flammable area. The actual
loading of the chemicals is fully automated and autonomous. It is performed by robotic arms
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which can open lids, values and safety hold filling hoses. There are also advanced sensors for
the containers to communicate with the loading equipment. The sensors check the filling
status, temperature, and pressure of the container at all time.

After the completion of loading, each container is scanned for leaks before it leaves the loading
area by an automated process. As the environmental awareness is much higher today all
members of the supply chain had to set high standards in providing any environmental incitent
banned with severe punishments by ignoring that. The loading side has the automatic ability
to move damaged containers to a separate area, or be able to quarantine leaking containers
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or have the ability to limit the damage by the use of a rapidly inflating air-bag.

Due to those regulations, the use of old tank wagons was discontinued and all goods are now
transported in innovative containers that are specialized for optimized intermodal operations.
At the end of his shift, Klaus heads back home on the train and thinks about his conversation
today with his uncle. He is still so fascinated how much things have changed. He enjoys his
job and is happy not to work in former times. His smartphone vibrates and he smiles while
reading the message. It is his new date for tonight.
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4 General Conclusions

Finally, 15 stories for 16 personas (the 2 customer journeys of Giuseppe are summarized)
were developed, describing the possible future customer journey or service blueprint of
different stakeholders of the rail sector. These are beside the results of D4.1 (influencing
factors), D4.2 (mega influencing factors, influencing factor descriptions, trend projections,
personas, service blueprints) and D4.3 (verification by experts and trend anaylsis software)
main results of working package 4 of NEAR2050.
These stories shall lead to discussions and even if there are different opinions regarding the
realisation of the mentioned future perspectives, these discussions will lead to a new thinking
about the future of rail.
The authors tried to include as many stakeholders of the rail sector as possible to describe the
future perspective of the identified mega influencing factors in several different ways, pointing
out, that these trends will have a great affect of our future life.
To mention some. It is for sure, that we will life in a service-oriented world as we are living
actually now, but with a high grade of individual differentiation. These services will both affect
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suppliers and customers, which will be bent together to a collaborative highly integrated supply
chain.
Automation and digitalization at any level will lead to a different working society as nowadays,
generating new qualification needs and working environments. Both trends will also raise the
pressure of standardization of technology and regulations.
The awareness of climate change effects and the resulting effects to our daily life will, on the
one hand, enforce the change of energy sources from fossil sources to renewable ones, and
on the other hand lead to efforts regarding energy efficiency and the responsibly usage of
energy at all.
All these changes will lead to an increased production and usage of data which will raise lots
of questions regarding their sensitiveness, security, exchange and storage.

All results of working package 4 - beside the results of working packages 2,3 and 5 - will now
be input for the planned deliverable of working package 6 – a report of recommendations for
future developments of Shift2Rail and its MAAP (multi annual action plan).
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